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In-line with the vision of reviving heritage monuments in the country,

InterGlobe Foundation and Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) announced the

completion of restoration work on Abdur Rahim Khan-i-Khanan’s tomb in the

Nizamuddin area. InterGlobe Foundation supported the project being

executed by Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) for the physical restoration of

Rahim’s tomb and the cultural revival of Rahim and his poetry. Archaeological

Survey of India, the custodian of the monument was a key supporter and

partner in the project, which started in 2014.
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InterGlobe Foundation and Aga Khan Trust for Culture completed the

restoration of Rahim’s Tomb.
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OPTED IN ORIGAMI

The Arch Studio, Pune is a young multi-disciplinary design studio, offering

Architecture and interior design solutions for residential, commercial,

hospitality, and retail projects. They also offer feasibility studies of plots to

developers to know the viability of the land. The firm was started by Ar.

Siddhina Sakla Jain, who completed her Bachelor’s in Architecture from

Dr.B.N.College of Architecture, Pune, India, and then pursued her Master’s in

Urban Design at Sheffield University, UK. 

Alongside, she also completed some modules at the University of Westminster,

London, UK. She worked with eminent architects like Christopher Charles

Benninger Associates, Pune, India and Nasser Gulzari Architects, London, UK,

which specializes in sustainable Architecture in Palestine and also designed

the parliament for Palestine

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

OPTED IN ORIGAMI

Architect Siddhina Sakla, founder of, The Arch Studio, Pune, India has

designed an office with open-plan space, contrasting colors, and assimilation

of carefully curated origami-inspired partitions between zones.
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Synonymous to the original Italian Marble, Grestek MarbleX from Asian

Granito India Ltd aims to create a style that is artistic yet natural. MarbleX is a

perfect fusion of colors, creation. Marblex range is available in 110+ design, 4

large-format sizes, and 5 finishes. The company has recently launched a new

range in 800X1600 mm size with 14 unique designs that fit best as per the

current trend of the home décor. The big size & Modern Looks of MarbleX

make them suitable for residential, offices, hotels, malls, airports, etc.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Asian Granito India Ltd. has recently launched a new range in Grestek MarbleX

range which is available in 110+ design, 4 large format sizes, and 5 finishes.
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